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In this paper we discuss the topology of the image of a stable perturbation of a finitely 

determined map-germ f0:(~:n,0) ~ (~n+l,0), and its relation to the number of  parameters 

necessary for a versal unfolding of f0, c°d(-'%,f0). The results are the following: 

Theorem 1 If f0:(¢t:n,0) ~ (~n+l,0) is finitely a-determined, with (n,n+l) nice dimensions 

(i.e. n < 6), and ft:Be ~ C n+l is a good representative of a stable perturbation of f0, then 

the image X t of ft has the homotopy type of a wedge of n-spheres. 

The term "good representative" of a stable perturbation, used in Theorem 1, will 

be explained in Section 1 below. Theorem 1 may be read as "the vanishing image of a 

map-germ (cn,0) ~ (~n+l,0) has the homotopy type of a wedge of n-spheres". The 

cycles carded by the spheres in the wedge, are the vanishing cycles of the title of this 

paper. 

Theorem 2 If n=2, then the number t$ of spheres in the wedge referred to in Theorem 1 

satisfies 

i) cod(Ae,f0) < o 

ii) If f is quasihomogeneous, then cod(Ae,f0) = ~. 

The number c of vanishing spheres may be calculated from other geometrical 

invariants of the map-germ f0; from 3.3 and 3.4 of [16] it follows that 

~(X t) = 1/2{I.t(D~)+C- 4T+l} 

2 
where C is the number of pinch-points, and T the number of triple points, in X t, and Df is 

the curve germ in (11;2,0) consisting of points x for which f0"l(f0(x)) ~ {x}. 

Generalisations of this formula, for map-germs (¢n,0) -* (¢P,0) of corank 1, when p>n>2, 

are given in [15]. A related formula is given in [10]. 

Theorem 2 was first observed empirically (in the case of the simple singularities), 

merely as a relation between the vanishing Euler characteristic and the Ae-codimension, 

in [19] and [16] and in this form was proved first by Theo de Jong and Ruud Pellikaan, 

(unpublished), and then by Theo de Jong and Duco van Straten ([11], these proceedings). 
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Theproof given here was found jointly with Theo de Jong and Duco van Straten, and I 

am grateful for their agreement to use it here. 

The corresponding result for germs of maps (t~,0) ~ (C2,0) is easily verified; in 

consequence, we conjecture that the statement of Theorem 2 holds for all n. Other 

questions remain: what can be said of the image of a stable perturbation of a map-germ 

f0:(~n,0) ~ (~n+k,0) for >k22 ? Examples seem to show that here there is no simple relation 

between the vanishing Euler characteristic of the image, and the Ae-codimension of f0, 

even when f0 is quasihomogeneous. 

In Theorems 1 and 2 consider, instead of germs (~n,0) -, (~n+l,0), germs of maps 

(~n+k,0) ~ (~k,0). If we replace "image" by "fibre", and .~ by ~ we obtain statements of 

the well known theorems of Hamm [9], that the Milnor fibre has the homotopy type of a 

wedge of spheres, and of Greuel [8] and Looijenga and Steenbrink [14] relating the 

Tjurina and Milnor numbers of an isolated complete intersection singularity. The 

statements obtained by replacing "image" by "discriminant" (and retaining A) are also 

true (though now the spheres making up the wedge are of dimension p-l):  these are 

proved in [5]. The resemblance between all these results is striking; presumably there is a 

more general theorem, of which they are all special cases. 

Conversations with Theo de Jong, L~ Dung Trang, James Montaldi, Ruud 

Pellikaan and Duco van Straten, on the topics discussed in this article, have been very 

helpful, and I thank them all. I also thank V.I. Arnold for indicating the need for a theory 

of vanishing cycles for analytic maps. 

.Illustration (on following page) The lower drawing shows an exploded view of the image 

Xt of a real stable perturbation ft of the singularity H 2 (defined by f0(x,y) = 

(x,y3,xy+y5)), exhibiting two pinch points (at a and 9) and one triple point (at n). This 

space is, by inspection, homotopy equivalent to a wedge of two 2-spheres. The upper 

figure shows a topological disc Ut in ~2, whose image under ft is Xt. The curve Z of 

double points in Xt has been drawn with double thickness, as has ftl(Z) in Ut, and ft(aUt) 

has been drawn with triple thickness. 

While, by Theorems 1 and 2, we expect the image of a complex stable 

perturbation of Hk to have the homotopy type of a wedge of k 2-spheres (for k is the A e- 

codimension), it is a curious fact that the singularities of the series H k have tea/stable 

perturbations with a full complement of triple and pinch points, and having the homotopy 

type of a wedge of k 2-spheres. (See [19] for a description of the H k, and [16] for the 

construction of the real stable perturbations.) 
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Section 1 The topology of  the disentanglement 

In this section we give two proofs of Theorem 1: one by means of a theorem of Dirk 

Siersma (2.1 in 'Vanishing Cycles and Special Fibres', [22]), and the second, by means of 

an elementary argument, for the case n= 2. It should be remarked that a stronger version 

of Theorem 1 (without the restriction that n < 6) also follows from a theorem of I_~ Dung 

Trang (see 4.4 of [13]) which we now quote, but for which no complete proof has 

appeared in print. The argument by which Theorem 1 follows from 1.1 is effectively the 

same as the proof of a similar theorem concerning the discriminant of a topological 

stabilisation of a finitely a-determined map-germ (¢n,0) ~ (CP,0) with n > p, which is 

given in § 5 of [4]. 

1.1 Theorem Let (X,x) be the germ of a complete intersection of dimension n+l (not 

necessarily with isolated singularity) and let h:(X,x) -~ C be the germ of a function having 

isolated singularity, in the sense of [13], Definition 2.7. Then if h:Bec'~ -~ C is a good 

representative of h, and 11<< e, h induces a fibration BEc'0(c~ h'l(Drl-0) -~ D.fl-0 whose 

fibres have the homotopy type of a wedge of n-spheres. [] 

Before proving Theorem 1, we need to state it in rather more precise terms which 

make clear the notions of good representative and vanishing cycle which are implicit in it. 

So let f0:(CEn,0) ~ (•n+l,0) be a finitely-determined map-germ, and let F:U -~ V be a 

proper representative of a stabilisation F:((EnxlE,0) --> (~n+l×c,0) of f0, where U and V 

are, respectively, neighbourhoods of 0 in ~n×c  and in IEn+lxcE, such that FI(0) = 0. Then 

the image Y of U is a closed analytic subvariety of V. Now Y has a natural Whitney- 

regular stratification S obtained by declaring equivalent the points (y,t), (y',t') in Y if the 

map-germs ft:(Ut, ft-l(y)) ~ (tE n+l,y) and ft' :(Ut', ft' -l(y,)) ~ (iEn+l,y,) are .,at-equivalent, 

and then taking as strata the connected components of the equivalence classes. Here U t is 

the set {xa~n [ (x,t)EU}. It is a consequence of fundamental results of Mather (in 

particular [17] 1.6 and 2.1) and [5], (or, more accessibly, [23], 2.1) that the strata described 

are smooth, and that away from (0,0)aY the stratification is locally analytically trivial, 

and therefore afortiori Whitney regular. Let Y t = {Ya ¢En+l ~y,t)a Y}. Then Y t inherits a 

stratification S t, defined by S t = S c~ Cn+lx  {t}. S t is itself regular: since ft is stable for 

t~0, and f0 is stable for away from 0, S t is locally analytically trivial (and therefore 

regular), except at 0 when t = 0; however, {0} is itself a stratum in S0, and regularity over 

a 0-dimensional stratum is automatic. 
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Now choose a Milnorradius for Y0; that is, choose e > 0 such that for all e' with 0 < e' < 

^2n+l Then by the "conic structure lemma" e, Y0 is stratified transverse to the sphere 5e, . 

-2n+1 
(3.2 of [3]) Y0 n B e is a cone on its boundary Y0 n 5e . It follows also that there exists 

_2n+1 
rl > 0 such that for all 11' with 0 < rl' < 11, Yt is stratified transverse to 5e . Then one 

has 

1.2 Theorem The projections ~T:l~n+l × ~ ~ I~ and nS :Cn x C ~ C induce locally trivial 

fibre bundles Y n (B e × (Drl- 0)) ~ DrI- 0 and F-~(Y n (B e × (Dq-  0))) ~ Drl- 0, and 

the family of mappings 

F-~(Y c~ (Be × (Drl- 0))) -~ Y c~ (B e x (Drl- 0)) 

D r l - 0  

is locally trivial over Drl- 0. Moreover, the fibres of nS: F-I(Y ch (B e x (Drl- 0))) -~ D~-0 

are contractible. [] 

For the proof of this, and for more details on the construction described before 

1.2, we refer the reader to Chapter 1 of [15]. A similar, slightly weaker result is proved by 

L~ in [12]. 

Following de Jong and van Straten in [10] we shall refer to the fibre of nT:Y ch 

(B e x (Drl- 0)) -~ Dri- 0 as a disentanglement of the germ of the image of f0, and we 

shall denote it by X t. 

1.3 Lemma The topology of the disentanglement is independent of the choice of 

stabilisation. 

Proof As f0 is finitely determined, it has a versal unfolding F:(~nx~d,0) ~ (~n+l×~d,0). 

Since f0 has stabilisations, the bifurcation set I~ is a proper analytic subset of the base 

(t~d,0) of F, and thus does not separate it. By choosing appropriate representatives, one 

constructs a fibration n of the image ~J of F over t~d-13, cf. [15]. By definition of versality, 

any stabilisation of f0 is induced from F by base change, and it follows that the 

corresponding disentanglement of f0 is homeomorphic to the fibre of ~J -n-~(~) -, etl_~, a 

The existence of stabilisations is not guaranteed when (n,n+l) are not nice 

dimensions i.e. when n > 6. However, one can prove results similar to 1.2 and 1.3 for 
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topological stabilisations, which exist even outside the nice dimensions, by replacing the 

stratification by local analytic type used in 1.2, by the pull-back via the jet extension map 

of the canonical stratification of the jet bundle. 

1.4 Theorem Let f0:(~n,0) ~ (¢I~n+l,0) be a finitely A-determined map-germ, with n < 6, 

and letX t be a disentanglement of the image of f0. Then X t has the homotopy type of a 

wedge of n-  spheres. 

Proof This is an immediate conseqc.ence of proposition 2.3 of [22]. It is necessary only to 

show 

(i) that all the fibres over ¢ - 0  of an appropriately chosen defining equation gt:Be ~ ¢ of 

the disentanglement X t are either smooth, or have isolated singularities, and 

(ii) that over the Milnor sphere S2e n+l , gt is a topologically trivial deformation of go" 

The first condition requires a little work, although in the case n=2 it follows 

directly from a theorem of Ruud PeUikaan (quoted as 2.6 below). The proof in the 

general case follows from the following three facts: 

1) cod(Ae,f 0) = cod(K V e' J0), where V is the image of a stable unfolding 

Fs:(~m,0) ~ (C m+l,0) of f0, J0: (¢n+l,0) -* (¢m+l,0) is an immersion which recovers f0 

from F S as a fibre product (i.e. by base change), and Kv-equivalence is just contact- 

equivalence in which the diffeomorphism of (~n+l×~m+l,0) preserves cn+IxV; 

2) if cod(~v,e, J0) < oo, then cod( 2fH, e, J0) < oo, where now H is a defining 

equation for (V,0) and KH-equivalence is contact-equivalence in which the 

diffeomorphism of (~n+l×¢I~m+l,0) preserves not just cn+l×v  but all fibres of H, and 

3) let Jt be a deformation of j0 and let gt be the equation for the image of ft obtained 

as gt = H*jt; ifjt(Y)¢V then 

cod(~ri,e, Jt)y = dimcOen+l y/JgtOcn+l,y. 

Proofs of (1) and (3) may be found in [4], Theorem 1 and [5], Proposition 6.6 respectively. 

The proof of (2) is as follows: if cod(KH,e, J0) is infinite, then there is a curve germ (Y~,0) 

c_ (¢n+l,0) such that at each point y ofj0(Z ), 

tj0(0¢m+l,y) + j 0*Derlog(H)y ~ J0* (0¢m+l)y 

and thus 
T cm+l dj0(Ty¢ m+l) + Derlog(H)y(J0(y)) ~ j0(y) , 

where Derlog(H) is the sheaf of germs of vector fields annihilating H. Off V, the fibres of 
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H are smooth, so Derlog(H)y(J0(y)) is the tangent space to the fibre of H through j 0(Y), 

and by composing J0 with the normalisation of Z, we see that in fact H must be constant 

along j0(Z). Hence j0(Z)c_H-I(0) -- V. Now since cod(9~.V, e, J0) < oo, at each point y of 

Z-0, j0 is ~ag-stable; since (n,n+l) are in the nice dimensions, it follows from 3.23 of [5] 

that j0 is also ~Ki.i-stable, i.e. tj0(0¢m+l,y ) +j0*Derlog(H)y = j0*(0¢m+l)y. 

The proof of (i) is now as follows: first, from the upper semicontinuity of 

codimension in a deformation, we have ~ cod(9~I,e, Jt)y < cod(~H,e, J0), where the sum 

is taken over all points y in Cn+l where cod( ~rI,e' Jt)y is non-zero, which move away 

from 0 during the deformation. As f0 is finitely determined, then by (1) and (2), the fight 

hand side of this inequality is finite, and then the finiteness of the Milnor number of each 

singularity of gt occuring off gt'l(0) follows from (3). 

Now we prove (ii). Let F:U ~ V be a proper representative of the stabilisation F, 

as in the discussion preceding the statement of 1.2, and let G:V ~ • be a defining 

equation of Y = F(U). Denote by gt the restriction of G to V t. Then since g0"l(0) is 

transverse to S 2n+l and all remaining fibres of gt have at most isolated singularities, it 

follows that there exist 8 > 0 and rl 1 > 0 such that for I tl < rl 1 and Isl < 5, g t-l(s) is 

^2n+l is a transverse to 5e • It now follows by a standard argument that {gt} t <q 1 

_2n+l 
topologically trivial family on ~¢ • [] 

We now give a more geometrical proof of 1.4 in the case where n--2. It is based 

on the idea of using pinch points (cross-caps, or Whitney umbrellas) to cancel the 

obstructions to lifting, back to the source, a loop in the image of a map. 

1.5 Proposition Suppose that U is a smooth complex surface, and that p;U ~ ~3 is a 

proper, locally stable map with the property that on each irreducible component of the 

curve Z c_ p(U) of singular points of p(U) there is at least one pinch-point. Then the 

induced homomorphism p,:rq(U,u) ~ r:l(p(U),p(u)) is an epimorphism. 

Proof Base points play no part in the argument, so we ignore them. Suppose that y:S l . .  

p(U) is a continuous path, representing an element of 7rl(P(U)). Then y can be 

approximated within the same homotopy class by a smooth, regular path which meets Z 

at smooth points only in one of the two ways, whose real analogues are depicted in Figure 

1 below: either it remains on the same sheet as it crosses Z, as in Figure 1 (a) or it changes 

sheet, as in Figure l(b). Replace 7 by such a path. The obstructions to a continuous 
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lifting of  T are now presented only by points of the second kind. 

l~ p(U) 

Figure 1 (a) (b) 

' * ~  p(U) 

If on each irreducible component of E there is a pinch-point, we can perform a homotopy 

of T as indicated in Figure 2: we pull the point q where T crosses Z, along Z until it 

coincides with a pinch-point. 

I I 

Figure 2 (a) 

p(U) 

Evidently, the discontinuous lift ~ of  T shown in Figure 2(a), becomes continuous as soon 

as q reaches the pinch-point, as in 2(b). It follows that each element of xl(P(U)) can be 

represented by a path in p(U) which has a continuous lift to a path in U. n 

1.6 Corollary The disentanglement X t of a finitely determined map-germ f0:(¢;2,0) 

(¢3,0) is simply connected. 

Proof Let X t denote the set of  double points in X t, let Dft = ft-l(Zt), and let ~ f t  be the 

closure in UtxU t of  the set {(x 1,x2) I ft(xt) = ft(x2), x 1 ~ x2}. Similarly, define "DF to be 

the closure in U x U  of the set {((Xl,tl),(x2,t2)) [F(x 1, t 1) = F(x 2, t2), (x 1, t l)# (x2, t2)} 

Then for t#0, ~ f t  is smooth; this is clear, since the only singularities of Dft are nodes, 
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corresponding to the triple points in X t , and these are resolved in Dft. In fact 

DFn((BexD-q)x(BexD~)) is a normal surface, since it is singular only at ((0,0),(0,0)) and 

thus regular in codimension 1, and is Cohen-lVlacaulay (see [16], Section 3). Moreover, 

theprojection DFC~((BexDrl)x(BeXDrl)) ~ q; (where ¢ is the parameter space of the 

stabilisation) exhibits Dftn(BexBe) as a Milnor fibre of the isolated curve singularity 

(s,0,<0,0)) • It follows by Theorem 4.2.2 of [1] that Dft~(BExBe) is connected. Thus, Z t 

as the image of D ft('~(BsxBE) under projection to one copy of U, followed by ft, is 

irreducible. Now Z t must contain at least one pinch-point, (except in the trivial case 

where f0 is an immersion, when Z t is in fact empty and the corollary is trivially true); this 

is proved in 2.9 below. It follows that 1.5 applies, and, since X t is the image of a simply 

connected set (one of the fibre of x S in 1.2), it is simply connected itself [] 

1.7 Alternative proof of Theorem 1 for the case n=2 By general properties of affine 

complex analytic varieties, cf. [7] Part II ChaplLer 1,we know that X t has the homotopy 

type of a CW complex of dimension < 2. Since Dftis the fibre product of E t and ftl(Xt), 

there is a Barratt-Whitehead exact sequence beginning 0 -~ H2(X t, Z) ~ Hl (Df t ,  2v), and 

since H l ( D f t ,  Z) is a free abelian group, H2(X t, 7) is also free. By wedging together 

maps S 2 ~ Xt representing the free generators of H2(X t, 2~), we obtain a map which 

induces isomorphisms on all homotopy groups, and therefore is the desired homotopy 

equivalence between X t and a wedge of 2-spheres. [] 

1.8 Remark The argument of 1.6 shows also that if ft is area/  stable perturbation of the 

map-germ f0:(R2,0) ~ (R3,0) and if  there is a non-irmnersive point on each connected 

and ireducible component of the curve Et, then the image Xt of ft is simply connected. 

This applies for example in the case of Hk. 

Section 2 The relation between the topology of  the disentanglement and the 

Ao-codimension 

The theorem of Siersma used in Section 1 establishes more than just that the 

disentanglement is homotopy-equivalent to a wedge of n-spheres. It also tells us how to 

count these spheres: their number is equal to the sum of the Milnor numbers of the 

isolated singularities in the fibres of gt distinct from gtl(0), where gt is a defining 
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equation o fX  t as in 1.5. This, together with a theorem of Ragni Piene ([21]), provides the 

key to the proof of Theorem 2 that we now give. 

2.1 Proposition Let g 0 be a defining equation of the image (X0,0) of the finitely 

determined map-germ f0:(cn,0) -, (q;n+l,0). Then evaluation on g 0 defines an 

isomorphism of 0¢n+l,0-modules 

dfo(Ocn, O) + fo'(Oen+t )0 JgfX o, o 

Proof The elements of the top line on the left hand side this expression should be thought 

of as vector fields on (but not necessarily tangent to) X O, with coefficients in Ocn,o. Given 

n+l n+l 
such a vector field (x = ~ ctia/aY i , with oq ~ 0¢n,0 , define eVgo(0Q = ~ ~i 0g0/0Yi- 

i=l i=l 

Clearly eVg0(¢x)~Jg0¢n,0. We must now show that if o~ df0(0¢n,0 )+f0-1(0¢n+l,0 ) then 

eVg0(¢x)~Jg00X0,0, Suppose first that cc -- df0(~) At regular points of the image X0, the 

vector field o~ is tangent to X0; since go is constant on X, eVg0(~ ) is equal to 0 at such 

points, and since regular points are dense in X 0, it follows that eVg0(~) = 0. On the other 

hand, if c~ = 13of, then clearly eVg0(Ix)~Jg00x0,0 , since then cq~ 0X0,0. 

Thus, we do indeed have a well defined morphism. It is evidently surjective, so it 

remains only to show that it is injective. For this, we make use of a theorem of Ragni 

Piene (Theorem 1, but see also Example 1, of [21]), which in this context simply states 

that the quotient c = (-1)i(ag0/aYi)/det(df 1 ..... dfi_ 1, dfi+ t ..... dfn+l) (which is evidently 

independent of i), is analytic on X0,0, and is in fact an Ol:n,0 generator of the conductor 

ideal Cof 0~:n,0 in 0X0,0 (here the fi, for i = 1 ... . .  n+l, are the component functions of 

f0). Suppose that o~ f0*(0~:n+l,0), and that eVg0((z ) -- ~oq ago/aY i lies in Jgo0xo,O . That 

is, there exist ~i ~ 0Xo,O such that ~(cq - ~iof0) 0g0/aY i -- 0. Now 19¢n,0 is a domain, 

so we obtain ~(-1)i(¢xi - ~iof0)det(dfl ..... dfi_ t, dfi+ 1 ..... dfn+ 1) --- 0. It follows that the 

matrix obtained by adding to the nx(n+l)matr ix  of df 0 the n+l'st column 

(c~ 1- c21 ...... C~n+ 1- (~n+l) t has determinant identically 0. At points p where the rank of 

df 0 is equal to n, there exist unique ~iE 0cn,p, i = 1 ..... n, such that this n+l'st column is 

equal to the sum of the ~i times the remaining columns; that is, (o~ 1 - 61 ...... 0~n+l - ~n+l) t 

= ~ i  af0/0xi, or, in other words, ~(c~i-~i)~/aY i = df0(~ ia /ax i )  in f0*(0~n+l),p. As f0 

is by assumption finitely determined, the set of non-immersive points is of codimension 
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at least 2; it follows by Hartog's theorem that the ~i extend to elements of Ocn,0, and 

t'.ence that ~(cx i - ~iof0) O/3Y i = df0(~iO/~xi)  in f0*(0~:n+l),0. From this we conclude 

that ct = dfo(~) + t~*f 0, as desired. [] 

From 2.1, it is immediate that cod(Ae,f0) = dim ¢(Jg0Ocn,0/Jg0(gX,0 ), for the 

module in the left hand side of the isomorphism of 2.1 is just 

0(f0)/tf0(0¢n,0)+~f0(0~+l,0), whose dimension as a complex vector space is, by 

definition, cod(Ae,f0). Now in order to relate this to the topology of the disentanglement, 

we make use of the exact sequence 

(2.2) 0 ~ Jg00~;n,0/Jg0Ox,0 -* C/Jg0OX, 0 ~ C/Jg0Ocn,0 -~ 0 

The second arrow is just an inclusion, since the Og0/OYi belong to C, and the third arrow 

is projection. 

2.3 Proposition Let Re_ 0¢n,0 be the ramification ideal of f0, generated by the nxn 

minor determinants of the matrix of df 0 and let c be an 0 ~;n,0 generator of the conductor 

ideal C. Then multiplication by c induces an isomorphism 0¢n,0/R -, C/JgoOcn,o. 

Proof This is immediate from the theorem of Ragni Piene quoted in the proof of 2.3. [] 

When n= 2, the quotient Oc2,0/Ris of particular significance to us: 

2.4 Lemma dim¢(Oc2,dR) is equal to the number of pinch points in the disentanglement 

X t • 

Proof Let F be a stabilisation o f f  0 and let ~ be the ideal in 0¢3,0 generated by the 3x3 

minors of the 3×4 matrix of dF. Since V(~F) is the set of of non-immersive points of F 

and hence has codimension 2, by the Hilbert-Burch theorem the quotient 0 ¢ 3 , 0 / ~  is a 

Cohen Macaulay ring of Krull dimension 1 ([2]). It follows by the Auslander Buchsbaum 

formula (see e.g [18] Theorem 19.1) that if ~:¢3 ~ C is projection onto the parameter 

space of the stabilisation, then/~.(0cn+l,d~F) is a free 0¢ module. Thus we have 

• 
• I ~ , t  ' 

= dime( 0e2,0/~}. 
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The left hand side of the preceding equality is just the sum of contributions from each of 

the non-immersive points of ft. As ft is stable for t~0, each of its non-immersive points 

is a pinch point, contributing 1 to the sum. [] 

It follows from 2.1, 2.2,2.3 and 2.4 that 

(2.5) dJmc.(C/JgoOX,O) = cod(Ae,f0) + #pinch points in X t 

Now let E be the preimage of Cwith respect to the projection OC3,0 --) OX, 0. We use the 

following theorem of Ruud Pellikaan (Proposition 7.20(iii) of [20]): 

2.6 Proposition dimq~(E/Jg00¢3,0) = # pinch points in X t + ~ P'(gt; Yt) 

where the sum is taken over all isolated singular points in the fibres of the deformation gt 

of go. [] 

The proof of Theorem 2 is now straightforward: 

2.7 Proof of Theorem 2 From 2.5 and 2.6 we have 

~t(gt; Yt) = c°d(-~e,f0) + dim¢(E/Jg00¢3,0) - dimc,(C/JgoOX,O)" 

By 2.1 of [22], the left hand side is equal to the number (~ of 2-spheres making up the 

wedge to which X t is homotopy-equivalent. On the other hand, we have 

C/Jg0Ox,0 : E/(Jg00c3,0 + (go)) 

and thus cod(Ae,f0) < (~. Moreover, if fo is quasihomogeneous, then go is quasihomo- 

geneous also, and hence lies in its Jacobian ideal, and it follows that cod(.,qe,f 0) = (y [] 

[i] 
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